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ABSTRACT
Brainstorming is the most popular technique employed for the creative phase of the
Value Management Job Plan, perhaps because it is perceived to be easy.  As a process its
organization and implementation doesn’t take much time, or preparation.  The quality of
outcomes is often untested and rarely analyzed to find better ways of achieving
breakthrough innovation.  This paper seeks to address such ineffectiveness so that
practitioners can reflect and improve an integral technique within VE practice.  As a
creativity stimulator, brainstorming has many shortcomings that stem from the way the
process is delivered. Contrary to popular belief (and practice) brainstorming is NOT an
unstructured group meeting to collect ideas relating to a specific topic.  To get better than
average outcomes from brainstorming requires a structured disciplined approach that is
facilitated in a way that does not discourage imaginative contributions.

This paper addresses organizing, facilitating, encouraging and harvesting superior results
from more informed approaches to brainstorming.  The focus of the paper will be on
‘how to’ conduct a brainstorming session rather than a theoretical investigation of
creativity itself.



PLANNING FOR THE BRAINSTORMING EVENT
Brainstorming should be recognized as a “linked part” of the Job Plan as opposed to a
“stand alone” team activity.

The VM Facilitator must always be “thinking ahead” as to the utility of the deliverables
in each phase of the Job Plan in the following phases. So prior to planning for
“brainstorming” the VE Facilitator must be sure the Base Case definition and value
attributes will have meaning to the participants in the Brainstorming event.

Further, we identify and test any “boundaries” or perceived “Set in Stone” issues in the
base case definition. While we recognize and record these boundaries, we instruct the
brainstorming participants to ignore them while conducting the brainstorming. It is also
pivotal for the VE Facilitator to be mindful of the coming creativity session while the VE
Team is conducting Analyses of Function (More about leveraging off the FAST, Function
Analysis System Technique, diagram later).  Capturing the functions in a format that will
indeed be “brainstorm-able” is an art in of itself.  While guiding the team in capturing pure
functions with opportunity for creativity is normal for the skilled practitioner, it is
somewhat easier if the practitioner has some knowledge of the process or project type at
hand.

SELECTING THE TEAM PARTICIPANTS AND TEAM SIZE.
The VM Facilitator cannot achieve creative contributions beyond the creative capability
of the team because the output of the brainstorming session can be no greater then the
collective creative talents of the VM Task team. However, the environment established
by the VM Facilitator and the way the brainstorming process is organized and conducted
can bring the team closer to the limits of its collective creative ability.

Selecting team members to serve the VM Task team should be based on the participant’s
knowledge and experience related to the project issues as well as the participant’s ability
and courage to think beyond the norm.  Forming the VM team has taken two distinct
approaches:

A. The VM Project Team
Selecting project personnel to form a VM Task Team who will be responsible for
the implementation and outcome of their proposed recommendations or,

B. A 3rd Party Team
Forming a “3rd party team possessing the necessary technical requirements, but
who are not associated with the project. Team members can be selected from
other divisions of the company or, from other, non-competitive companies
possessing the necessary professional disciplines.

There are significant advantages and disadvantages to both approaches.



THE VM PROJECT TEAM
Advantages
The team consisting of project personnel has intimate knowledge of the project
expectations, background and related past experiences, which focuses the creative phase
on the more practical outcome of the ideas being considered.  This increases the
confidence of the Executive Review Board (ERB) in evaluating the proposals and the
probability of proposal acceptance and implementation.

Disadvantage
A talented, qualified, well experienced VM Facilitator can encourage the team to
conceive ideas that exceed their paradigm bounds, but during the evaluation phase the
team, aware of their accountability for the proposal outcome, will revert to conservative,
conventional, less risky ideas in forming their proposal scenarios.

A 3RD PARTY TEAM
Advantages
The 3rd party team mirrors the competency of the project team, but collectively, has a
broader range of experiences outside of the enterprise’s market range. 3rd party teams are
also not constrained with a vested outcome of their proposed recommendations and tend
to support more creative, but riskier proposals.

Disadvantages
The 3rd party team is viewed as “Severe Critics” by the responsible project team who
believe were engaged specifically to find fault with their design approach.  Likewise, the
3rd party team considers itself bound to find significant areas of improvement to justify
the cost of their assignment.  This creates an adversarial relationship between the two
teams and causes the project team to loose its objectivity in accepting the
recommendations of the 3rd party team, regardless of the validity of the proposed value
improvement recommendations.

ADDING “WILD CARDS” TO THE PROJECT TEAM
To capture the advantages of both team approaches, while diminishing their
disadvantages, it is recommended that Value Management projects be conducted by
Project teams with two provisions:

A.   Introduce VM early in the project’s development
The earlier VM is introduced in a project, the greater are the opportunities for
value improvements.  With few exceptions, Project Management is unwilling to
go back and reinvest in a completed project phase for the sake of value
improvements.  Consider also, that in general, the engineering community is open
to any idea during the early conceptual design phase, but will resist value
improvement changes after they have committed to a design approach.   This, in
part, accounts for the resistance of the 3rd party team who characteristically enter a
project at the 30% architectural design completion point of a construction project.



B.   Add “Wildcards” to the Project Team
A wildcard is defined as someone who is technically competent and respected by
the project team, but does not have a vested interest in the project’s outcome.
Wildcards can be solicited from other divisions of the sponsoring company, other
companies in the same market areas, or from sources outside of the project’s
paradigm. Wildcards stimulate project team participants in developing and
considering creative, “non-conventional” ideas.  It is important that wildcards
have the professional respect of the project team members, because it is the
project team members who must accept and be committed to the full team’s
proposals.  It is also the project members who are held accountable for the
outcome and therefore, represent the credible source of the proposals submitted
for ERB consideration.

Wild cards should not substitute for project disciplines, but rather supplement
those disciplines.  If a project called for a Chemical and a Process Engineer, the
project should consider two in each discipline, one each as wild cards.

LEVERAGING OFF THE FAST MODEL
The FAST (Function Analysis System Technique) model is another creative stimulus to
help project VM teams think beyond the familiar, conventional approaches that form the
teams paradigm barriers.

The FAST model focuses the team’s attention on the function of components and their
function dependencies, rather than the design description and the way components are
assembled, or a process sequenced.  A team that explores various ways to “attach
components,” will come up with many more ideas than a team asked to brainstorm the
“assembly of two pieces of steel.”

The process of building the FAST Model engages the project team in laying the
foundation of the brainstorming session.  By requiring the team members to use the
intuitive logic questions “how” and “why” in building the FAST model opens thought
provoking avenues that would not otherwise be considered worthy of exploration.  Those
intuitive logic questions, often unasked because the answer is thought to be  “obvious,”
will surfaces new information opening other doors of inquires.

Dimensioning the FAST Model following its completion will add value units to the
model.  By dimensioning functions in terms of cost per function, time per function, or
any value unit per function, including so called “soft” issues or Social Value Attributes; -
rather then displaying component cost, shows the project team the valued contribution of
the function being addresses.  The selections of high valued functions are the prime
candidates for the brainstorming event.

Contrary to some beliefs held, completely random brainstorming is NOT effective. For
this reason we use the high value functions in the FAST to develop a group of 8 to 10
“subsystems” to target each in turn in brainstorming. Finally we have a “catchall” group



for all missed or newly created ideas. This focused idea generation permits great depth of
thinking and creativity.

PREPARING THE TEAM FOR BRAINSTORMING
Overcoming Creative Inertia
One of the strongest deterrents to creativity is risk.  Individuals engaged in brainstorming
sessions risk their self-esteem when offering non-conventional ideas. During
brainstorming the risk of presenting a “foolish” idea, as judged by the team, is a strong
deterrent to creative thinking.  Even if the idea, not the individual, is criticized, the
individual offering the idea will take such criticism personally and will move to reduce
further exposure by withdrawing from active participation in the brainstorming process.

The Value of Warm-up Exercises
The Value Management Methodology, commonly known as the VE Job Plan, is time
constrained with increasing management pressures to reduce the five to ten days devoted
to its process steps.  The speculation phase of the VM Methodology is the shortest of the
Job Plan steps.  If time was not limited, the team could be carefully conditioned to make
the difficult transition from its normal routine to a creative mindset.  That transition is
referred to as “creative inertia”.

To overcome that inertia quickly and effectively requires a mindset “bridge’ that will set
the mood and environment for brainstorming.  One such bridge is a creative stimulus
exercise call “The Impossible Invention.”

The Impossible Invention is a creativity exercise developed in the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology’s (MIT) creativity lab in the 1960’s.  This 30-minute exercise consists of
dividing the participants into 3 or 4 person teams.  Each team progresses through
preliminary steps to select 3 worst ways to perform the function “to separate” without
knowing why, or the parameters that define “worst.”

Each team must then invent and configure a device and develop a business plan for the
production and sale of the device, completing their project in 15 minutes.  Following the
completion of their project, each team presents their creation to the other team members
for evaluation.

The 15-minute time limit places the team in a designed stressful, but humorous
freewheeling brainstorming session. The stress level of the exercise is maintained by the
fascinator constantly reminds the team of the time remaining to complete their
assignment.  When time runs out, each team is called to presents their invention and
justifies how they incorporated the 3 worst functions.  The presentations themselves are
clever creativity examples.

The objective of the exercise is for team members, as a team and as individuals, to
experience how far beyond the teams paradigm they can venture when an environment is
established where their self-esteem is protected.  In this environment all members felt



unconstrained in throwing-out the wildest of ideas, in a spirit of humor, without fearing
criticism from their teammates.  Their self-esteem was not at risk

With the objective of the creative stimulus exercise explained and demonstrated to the
team, the team members are asked to consider that their self-esteem is still protected as
they begin the project’s brainstorming session.

Conducting over 100 brainstorming sessions, with and without the creativity stimulus
exercise, has demonstrated that the use of the exercise will result in tripling the number of
brainstorming ideas with a comparable number of surviving ideas.

The Roadblock Kitty
To maintain the protective environment during brainstorming a process called “The
Roadblock Kitty” is designed to focus the team’s attention on the “criticizer,” rather than
the one being “criticized,” while placing the criticized individual in favorable team
position.

The game rules call for a twenty-five cent penalty imposed on anyone intentionally, or
unintentionally criticizing the idea offered by another teammate.  Such criticism is
considered a “roadblock” to creative thought.

A metal container, like a coffee can, is placed on the team table and the perpetrator is
required to contribute his/her fine.  The noise made as the coin(s) dropped into the can is
part of the process, because it calls attention to the offender of the roadblock.

If the team, or the one presenting an idea, perceives that a criticism has been presented,
the presenter is asked to “pay the fine.” A laugh, snicker or body language is examples of
such perceived roadblocks. To add humor to the process (humor being a creativity
stimulus) team members will offer brainstorming ideas designed to bait other members in
criticizing the idea and be “caught” in the process.  Sometimes, those seemingly “silly”
ideas will turn out to be truly creative resolutions.

BRAINSTORMING PROCESS TECHNIQUES
There are a number of techniques designed to help the participants express their ideas
quickly without mentally judging the thought before it is expressed.  The word “idea”
should be treated literally.  Brainstorming, as designed by its creator Alex Osborn, in the
early 1930’s, encourages the articulation of ideas, NOT solutions.

Ideas VS Solutions
The difference between ideas and solutions are as follows:

1. A solution requires justification and validation; an idea requires neither.
2. A solution is an end point; an idea is a beginning.
3. A solution is solid and self-supporting; an idea is tender and must be built upon.



Solutions are the result of evaluating and validating ideas, which come later in the VM
process.  The tendency to evaluate each idea as it is expressed should be discouraged.
Mixing brainstorming with evaluation significantly reduces the number of ideas in the
constraints of time and tends to divert the team from focusing on the key issues being
brainstormed.  The VM process of separating the brainstorming efforts from the
evaluation of those ideas should be enforced.  Judgment should be deferred until the
brainstorming session is complete.

Ideas VS Goals
Before beginning the brainstorming session the team should be advised to try to express
ideas, rather then goals.  Ideas have some substance behind the thought.  A goal is an
outcome lacking direction.  As an example, an idea may be to “use thin film technology
in place of axial lead components.” A goal would be “lets increase profit.”  Few would
argue that this is not an excellent business “goal,” but what are the “ideas” to achieve that
goal? The problem of expressing goals is that it will pass through the various idea
evaluation screens on its potential merits, until it is finally rejected as a proposed solution
because it lacked substance.

Further capturing and recording “goals or outcomes,” like “optimize weight” or minimize
waste,” uses up time and effort. These will be mentioned, so the facilitator may often
probe a little deeper with an “interesting … can you give me one action which may
contribute to “optimizing or minimizing?”

Similarly, simply regurgitating ideas and methods that are already in the “base case” can
waste significant time and effort. Often the group will have to have these brainstorming
guidelines explained since they may have had experience in other brainstorming sessions
in which the guidance is “anything goes!”

There is no easy way to exclude all “goal, outcome, base case,” ideas from the
brainstorming session, but they should be minimized because processing goals take-up
valuable evaluation time needed to develop proposals. Without managing these points the
facilitators can find themselves confronted with huge lists of unusable “ideas” and
frustration in the room when it is time for evaluation.

The Rules of Brainstorming
The four rules of brainstorming are deceivingly simple, but require some guidance in
their applications.

1. No Judgment allowed.
Negative judgment (or roadblock) tends to discourage further participation, as
discussed previously.  Positive judgment may momentary make the contributor
feels good, but may also cast implied negative judgment on those ideas recorded
without comment.  It is therefore best to reserve all judgment during the
brainstorming session.



2. Quantity, NOT Quality
The purpose of brainstorming is to accumulate a large quantity of ideas in the
shortest time period.  Coming up with ideas is not time consuming.  Evaluating
those ideas as potential solutions is a time consuming, laborious process. That’s
one reason for suspending judgment during brainstorming.

.
3. Wild Ideas are welcomed.

It is easier to tame a wild idea than invigorate a tame one. However, the wild
ideas should somehow relate to the function(s) being addressed.  Although there
is a real danger in limiting the nature and scope of ideas, frivolous ideas tend to
throw the team off track as they ponder the fourth rule. (Example: Lets make the
bridge structure out of Swiss cheese)  Classifying an idea as “frivolous” is, in
itself judgment.  It is therefore better to trust in the professionalism of the team
members to keep the brainstorming ideas on track.

4. Build on others’ ideas.
A wild idea may, in itself, be impractical, but like a joke telling session, it may
trigger other ideas, or provide the base upon the idea can be built upon,
modified or expanded into multiple ideas.  Participants should be encouraged to
follow the various paths as they develop, but cautioned against judging the ideas
or raising questions that press for a solution.

FACILITATING THE BRAINSTORMING SESSION
There are a number of schemes to facilitate a brainstorming session.  Each has their
strengths and weakness.  The one common denominator is to keep the brainstorming
teams small.  Teams exceeding 10 members are difficult to control and stay focused on
the functions being addresses.  Consider dividing large teams into sub-teams running
concurrent brainstorming sessions.  When the session is complete the teams can then
network and share their brainstorming ideas.

There are many process techniques.  Three of the most common will be discussed below.

1. The Carousel
After deciding on the 9 to 12 functions that will be brainstormed, each
function is written on a sheet of flipchart paper.  The individual pages are
then placed on the walls around the room.  The team members are placed in
sub-teams of two’s facing the pages.  At this point a team of ten, dividend
into sub-teams of two are facing five different function pages.  At a given
signal the sub-teams write their ideas under the function-heading page. After
about 10 minutes a signal is given, and the sub-teams move clockwise to the
next position by the new function page.  The process is repeated until all the
sub-teams have responded to all of the function flip-chart pages.

Although the process will work with single individuals addressing the
function sheets, sub-teams of two are recommended so that they can “piggy-
back” off each other’s ideas.  Larger sub-teams will reduce the effectiveness



of the process, as they tend to expand ideas rather recording and moving-on
to more ideas.

The upside of this process is in the relatively short time it takes to list about
15-20 brainstorming ideas for each function.  The downside is in
understanding what was meant by the written idea.  Time gained in posting
the ideas is lost when ideas need to be explained.  Also lacking in this
process is the modulated vocal expression of idea emphasized with hand
motions and body language to aid in communicating the ideas to others.

2. Collecting ideas in turn
This process calls for the facilitator standing in front of the team recording
their ideas on flip chart pages.  The functions to be brainstormed have been
predetermined.  Each person is asked for his or her ideas in rotation.  When
a person lacks an idea he or she is passed-over to the next team member in
turn.  When no more ideas are forthcoming, the facilitator turns to the next
function to be brainstormed. Although orderly, anyone with an idea must
wait impatiently for his or her turn to contribute.  This would hamper the
“piggyback” process because the idea holder would be anxiously waiting to
speak and not focus on the other ideas being offered.

3. Freewheeling
This technique, preferred by the author, is similar to the second approach,
except participants are encouraged to voice their ideas as soon as the idea is
formed.  This seemingly unstructured approach offers the best way to keep
the attention of the team focused on presenting ideas and leveraging off
others’ contributions. A downside would be the ability of the facilitator to
keep-up with the team.  Having two facilitators recording the brainstorming
ideas of a highly motivated active team brimming with ideas can offset this
negative. At times we have started with one or two rounds of “Collecting
ideas in turn” then moved swiftly to “Freewheeling” … if we felt a need to
“break the ice.”

4. Computer assisted meeting tools.
The utilization of computer generated shared space technique has been used
in several corporations and is lauded as useful beyond “flips charts and
markers” in holding meetings and in support of collaborative creativity.
(Michael Schrage, “No More Teams.”)

However it has been the authors’ experience that judicious use of computer
imaging tends to be most effective in generating agreement to the base case
prior to brainstorming and in final evaluation of various idea scenarios.

There is significant risk that “wordsmithing” and watching the facilitator
manipulate the screen, rather than thinking can stifle speed of idea
generation and freewheeling creativity.



The VE facilitator must weigh how much to probe and suggest analogies or lines of
thought to aid in the brainstorming focus. (It’s not enough to simply record ideas.)

It’s not unusual for some of the very
best ideas to emerge close to the end
of a targeted subsystem list of ideas.

For instance tables like the brief
example shown have proved useful as
a “thinking aid” simply residing on
the wall as teams are brainstorming.

COLLECTING AND PROCESSING BRAINSTORMED IDEAS
The way brainstormed ideas are recorded and catalogued is important to the next phase,
the evaluation, sorting and grouping ideas into proposals.  To maintain and track ideas
each idea should be assigned a discreet address. Team members will soon associate the
idea title to its address and refer to ideas by their address.  A simple way to establish idea
addresses is to assign a letter to each function being brainstormed.  Numbering the ideas
as they are listed would complete the address.  Therefore, an address of (say) “B14”
indicates that it is the fourteenth idea under function “B”.

Often teams will suggest some members only attend the Brainstorming session. VE
Facilitators must resist the situation that allows participants to leave the VE workshop
without allowing idea authors the opportunity to defend and develop their ideas.  In some
cases good ideas have fallen by the wayside in the Evaluation Phase, because the idea
lacked a knowledgeable sponsor. The expert who presented the idea was not available to
verbalize the developed idea under consideration.

CONCLUSION
Brainstorming still ranks above all other techniques for the Creative, or Speculation
Phase of the VE Job Plan.  However, its deceivingly simple process has caused many
well meaning VM Facilitators to neglect the necessary riggers of the process resulting in
poor creative outputs.  Value Managers are advised to re-examine the basics and
principles of brainstorming and to focus upon clearly linking the earlier facets of the job
plan to revitalize this excellent VE Job Plan technique.
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